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The physically interpretable and statistically proved forecast and
evaluation of blast vibrations
Dr. B. Müller, J. Hausmann & H. Niedzwiedz
Movement and Blasting Consulting, Leipzig, Germany

ABSTRACT: The authors will present a new, statistically proved blast vibration forecast for use
in blasting of rock masses. We derived from momentum theory, that has been proved by
advanced technology of measurement, the fundamental parameters which are causally related to
vibrations.
There are:
- charge weight WB of a borehole, including the geometrical quantities borehole length
and borehole diameter (kg)
- detonation velocity cd of the used explosives (m/s)
- distance r emission to immission point (m) with the statistically determined negative
exponent n
- factor RM respectively RS of rock mass, related to the specific blast momentum or
alternatively the used drill and blast technique, with the statistically determined
⎛

exponent m ⎜⎜ mm kg or
⎝

mm ⋅ s ⎞
⎟
kg ⋅ m ⎟⎠

The regression relations are given by:

(

vmax = RM WB ⋅ cd ⋅ r − n

(

ε max = Rs WB ⋅ cd ⋅ r

)

)

m

−n m

(1) for measurements of peak particle velocity v
(2) for strain measurements ε

The vibration has to be derived on the basis of statistically proved data base. The borehole
charge per delay is not responsible for the quantity of vibrations. Therefore it will be possible to
increase and ignite blast designs in terms of the momentum theory. The application of the
forecast method opens new ways in quarrying rock masses, so that mining can move the
buildings more closely. The procedure has been proved in subsurface as well as in surface
blasting. The presentation will show several practical examples including results and
assessments.

1 INTRODUCTION
There are various existent empiric relations for problems of blast vibrations according to the
quantity of technical literature, but it should be pointed out that these correlations base on
parameters which have been changed due to the enormous development of blasting, drilling and
ignition techniques in comparison to past time. The estimation possibility dates from Koch’s [7]
relation which was developed 49 years ago. It defines the basic limitation of charges due to
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monitored vibrations in relation to the distance between the blast design and the measurement
point. During the mentioned time period the blasting, drilling, ignition and monitoring
techniques for preparation and supervision of blasting as well as vibration monitoring has been
enhanced vastly, resulting in a new form of physical interpretation of the real blasting process
according to the momentum theory.
More end more the forecast quality was short of the real obtained vibrations. As a
consequence the revision of blast vibration forecast is necessary according to the enhanced
development of the subject of blasting techniques. Therefore the in-situ proved momentum
theory has been used as a base model for detonative reaction [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] (Fig. 1). The
model can be easily transferred into an energetic approach.

Figure 1. Model of the momentum theory, which is simplified used in blasting.
2 MOMENTUM THEORY
The blast design were ignited due to the conception of the momentum theory attended by an
intensive monitoring program. In doing so the emitted shock waves to the rock mass could be
interpreted as a momentum effect, which were attenuated by the distance from the blast design
to the measurement point within a structure or building as a result of local conditions. In this
manner a statistically proved and physical proved vibration forecast was acquired basing on
numerous quarries of quarry and pit industry. The application of these coherencies enables:
- unlimited extension of blast designs in quarries
- obvious influence on the lumpiness of the muck pile
- regulation of vibration immissions according to the permitted limits of the DIN 4150,
part 3 without influence on the economic efficiency nor extension possibility of the
quarry
In the following the most important results, which maintain the mentioned declarations, will
be presented.
The front of the shock wave hits simultaneously for each similar borehole into the remaining
rock mass during the detonative reaction of the explosives.
The vibrations would depend on the measured strain sensor data having regard to momentum
theory, which can be characterised by the following parameters:
- charge weight which is ignited by a detonator in a borehole ( WB )
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- borehole length ( l B )
- borehole diameter ( d B )
- detonation velocity of used explosives ( cd )
Several simultaneously ignited charges do not increase the values of strain and stress but
mark separated, time shifted single events referring to the measurement point.
The evidence of the assumed physical model for the ejection, fragmentation and vibration due
to the momentum theory, led to the following fundamental acknowledgment, which furthermore
made the formulation of the proved blast vibration forecast possible.
- The shock wave impacts into the rock mass behind the free face as an impulse or single
momentum and causes measurable vibrations.
- Each blast design is a assemblage of the single partial momentum per column load, so
that the spacing in the range of meters releases shock waves in a pulse of ms, which do
not interfere each other due to the high propagation velocity and the free faces.
- Simultaneously firing of single charges results in increasing cracking respectively
fragmentation, depending on the ratio spacing to burden, without increasing of vibration
if ignited according to the momentum theory.
- The charge weight per delay of several single charges can not be used as a criteria for
vibration forecast [11].
- The charge weight in a blast design should possibly insist of unitary explosives which
feature a similar or equal detonation velocity and density.
- The ignition has to be carried out with a uniform progressive firing sequence and
coordinated delays of the blasting, whereas the simultaneous ignited charges in a row
may directed obtuse-angled to the free face.
- The shock fronts can be interfered or directed by ignition technique, so that the
fragmentation and the loosening as well as the vibration immissions will be influenced.
Interferences are featured by simultaneous ignition or short delay in the close-up range,
which can be used for fragmentation of the rock mass.
- The described processes behind and within a blast design presuppose to the consistent
application of wave mechanics in rock mass.
1

obtuse ejection angle

2

simultaneous ignition of
multiple loads

3

use supoorting holes at the
ejection and cut

Figure 2. Example of an ignition pattern of a 6-row blasting using non-electric detonators
according to the momentum theory.
3 INITIATION SYSTEMS ACCORDING TO THE MOMENTUM THEORY
In aim to apply the new acknowledgment of the parameter effects of a blast design correctly, it
is essential to use the ignition sequence for a blast design, which can be derived from the
momentum theory. For that purpose known ignition systems, ignition methods and procedures
have to be adjusted that way, that the estimated effects of momentum theory
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- influence on and reduction of vibration immissions
- extension of blast designs
- improvement of fragmentation
- increase of loosening by ignition method adjustment occur.
Due to the results according to the momentum theory, the following principles yield for the
dimensioning of a blast design [12] (Fig. 2):
- Blast designs should normally be planned as multiple-row blasting and can theoretically
be unlimited in size, always depending on local conditions.
- The ignition has to be carried out with a uniform progressive firing sequence and
coordinated delays of the blasting.
- The combination of several boreholes in one delay will result in obtuse-angled ejection
to the free face.
- The cut supporting boreholes should be added corresponding to the ejection angle.
- To avoid wave interferences and resulting vibration problems, the cut has to be carried
out from the one side of the blast design only.
- The emission of the shock wave front has to be controlled with the help of combined
single charges, so that the shock front is not directed towards existing buildings.
When using electronic detonators with redundant setting, the delay interval has to be adjusted
according to the detonation velocity of the explosives, the length of the explosive column load
and the delay interval of the rows. It is often questioned, if the different ignition systems
generate other low vibrations. Having done several measurements of uniform dimensioned blast
designs it can be shown, that there are no significant differences within the induced peak
particle velocity using non-electric, electric or electronic detonators [13]. The production blasts
in a granodiorite open pit mine using non-electric and electronic blast designs, however, show a
increase of peak particle velocity data with electronic detonators in the close-range. With the
help of frequency analysis, it could be proved that the resonant frequency of 30 Hz of the littlejointed rock mass was reached at a delay time of the electronic detonators of 46 ms. This
resulted in noticeable resonance effects leading to higher vibrations and more extensive
fragmentation of the muck pile [13].

Figure 3. Example of initiation pattern of a 4-row blasting using non-electric detonators with
supporting boreholes.
By systematic increase of the delay time from 32 to 46 ms a resonance effect of the rock mass
has been initiated. Typical resonance vibrations occurred and the frequency variation was
reduced to a value of 30 Hz. Therefore the use of electronic detonators for simultaneous ignition
of various charges according to the momentum theory needs an accurate calculation of the
delay. Having knowledge of the delay time which generates resonance effects leading to
resonant frequency, a electronic ignition can be used for an extensive improvement of
fragmentation. In so doing it should be noted that either the buildings may be situated far away
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from quarry or may not be founded on the bed rock of the excavation level. Due to
pyrotechnical caused imprecision and the limited delay intervals the generation of resonance
effects by using electric and non-electric detonators is less probable. The electronic detonators
are suited for ignition according to the momentum theory because of their high precision
considering the mentioned declaration in particular for improvement of the fragmentation of the
muck pile.
4 THE PHYSICALLY DERIVED MOMENTUM-DISTANCE-RELATION
There are various existent empiric relations for problems of blast vibrations according to the
quantity of technical literature, but it should be pointed out that these correlations base on
parameters which have been changed due to the enormous development of blasting, drilling and
ignition techniques in comparison to past time. The estimation possibility dates from Koch’s [7]
relation which was developed 49 years ago. It defines the basic limitation of charges due to
monitored vibrations in relation to the distance between the blast design and the measurement
point. During the mentioned time period the blasting, drilling, ignition and monitoring
techniques for preparation and supervision of blasting as well as vibration monitoring has been
enhanced vastly, resulting in a new form of physical interpretation of the real blasting process
according to the momentum theory.
The ± uniform coherences and the similar results of the previous forecast relation can be
attributed by the always distinctive influence of the factor r , which exists in all rock masses.
An evaluation of the vibration impact according to the different drilling, blasting and ignition
parameters was rarely done in the past [4, 6, 8,16].
As a result of the manifold blast investigations and evaluations in different rock masses the
physical explainable formulas (1) and (2) were developed (Fig. 4). The formulation of the
relation (2) will be explained exemplarily.
The correlation (2) is statistically determined, dimensioned and applied to the variation of its
input parameters. By consequent application of the forecast correlation (2), considering the
recommended ignition sequence according to the momentum theory, the blast vibration
immissions can be primarily changed noticeably by variation of the face height respectively the
borehole length, the borehole diameter and the used explosives.
ε max = max. strain (mm/m)

(
(

ε max = Rs WB ⋅ cd ⋅ r − n
ε max = Rs WB ⋅ cd ⋅ r − n

(

)
)

vmax = RM WB ⋅ cd ⋅ r − n

m
m

)

m

(2)

(1)

vmax = max. peak particle
velocity (mm/s)
RM and Rs = rock mass coefficients of
statistical calculation; influenced by the
specific blast effect

WB ⋅ cd = momentum
(kg/ms) = impulse
energy to the rock mass

n,m =
statistically
evaluated exponents

r = distance from blast
design to measurement
point,
applied
as
attenuation
factor
which varies according
to
local
ground
conditions as well as
morphology

WB = charge weight of a borehole
cd = detonation velocity of used explosives

Figure 4. Statistically determined and physical explainable general momentum-distance-relation
of blast vibrations.
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The charge weight per delay interval is no longer effective on the vibration immissions.
Hence unlimited sized blast designs are possible, using all advantages of multiple-row blasting
for fragmentation of the muck pile.
Instead of peak particle velocity measurements strain measurements in mm/s can be used for
formulation of the relations. These data show noticeably higher correlation as a result of higher
precision [1, 4, 9].
On the one hand the presented vibration forecast includes a lot of previous acknowledgment
of the blasting effects to the rock mass. On the other hand it considers the model of the
momentum effect of a blast design. With the loss of the factor charge weight per delay interval
respectively the reduction of the single charge weight, which is ignited in one borehole, vast
advantages establish in practice by application of the forecast correlation.
The simplified procedure of the formulation of the momentum-distance-relation (2) is
presented for a basalt quarry. For that purpose various geophones are installed in a minimum
distance of 50-100 m behind the blast design toward close-up buildings in a distance of ≥
300…500 m according to the local conditions. The measuring data are illustrated in a peak
particle velocity-distance-diagram and evaluated by regression correlation (Fig. 5).

peak particle velocity v

max

[mm/s]
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vmax = 158588 r

-1.8842
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Figure 5. vmax-r-diagram of production blasting in a rock mass of columnar segregated basalt.
The measured peak particle velocity data are correlated to the product
WB ⋅ cd ⋅ r −1,8075

during a next calculating step. Hence, the real momentum-distance-relation due to another
correlation result (Fig. 6):

(

vmax = 0 ,52269 ⋅ WB ⋅ cd ⋅ r −1,8075

valid for: r ≥ 50 ≤ 600m
WB ≥ 60 ≤ 250kg
cd ≥ 3000 ≤ 6100 m s

)

0 ,9717
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The calculation can be done as well by multiple regression analysis including all parameters.

peak particle velocity v
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0,10
1
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100
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Figure 6. Diagram of the determined relation vmax ~ WB·cd·r-1,8075 (momentum-distance-relation)
from a quarry of columnar segregated basalt.
Due to the results the precision and reliability of vibration forecast especially for the close-up
range increased. Retrospective calculation of vibration also of single buildings is possible.
Separate forecast relations lead to detailed declarations for single measurement sites of
protestors or other problematic sites, which are not refutable by courts either. Last but not least
the blasting results in the quarries can be improved systematically and configured more costeffective due to the evaluated correlations. Having vibration problems the extraction planning
will be facilitated by adjustment of the face height and mining direction. The control of the
vibration problems enables the complete extraction of the available deposit volume also closeup to residential area.
5 CONCLUSIONS
A statistically proved blast vibration forecast was presented in this paper, which can be applied
for rock mass blasting. Based on the verified momentum theory, which is the physical
evaluation model of the processes during and after the detonative reaction, fundamental
parameters have been found, which are causally related to vibration. The criteria for drilling and
ignition pattern in order to improve the fragmentation and compliance of blast vibration
immissions were shown. The advantage of strain measurement instead of peak particle velocity
measurement is founded in the more precisely correlation of the momentum-distance-relation
and the more unambiguous interpretation of the data. The statistical analysis has to observe the
rules of mathematic statistics. The authors are gladly available for consulting and assistance in
questions of blast technique and vibration problems.
Locate tables close to the first reference to them in the text and number them consecutively.
Avoid abbreviations in column headings. Indicate units in the line immediately below the
heading. Explanations should be given at the foot of the table, not within the table itself.
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